Upon boarding the bus, children should be removed from the vehicle. The use of E-Cigarettes is also prohibited inside the bus. Please report any on-board spill. Additionally, for a Bus Operator, it is their job to ensure the safety of all passengers.

For Seniors
It's free, easy and safe. Just hop on and go! Your ride is on us.

Route Options
- Regional Express routes
- Evening routes
- Downtown Halifax routes
- Extended Network
- Winter routes
- Spring routes
- Summer routes
- Fall routes
- Bus to the Park
- Bus to the Mall
- Bus to the Beach
- Bus to the Airport

All fares are subject to change.

Service Interruptions
- Not all routes are affected by service disruptions. Check the Halifax Transit website for more information about service disruptions that affect you and your travels.
- Please note that route changes may affect the timing of your trip. Make sure to check the Halifax Transit website for up-to-date information.

For more information about Halifax Transit policies, please visit the Halifax Transit website or call (902) 490-6617.